
 
FY2017 RECOMMENDATION/FY17-RE01 Allow Orders of Collateral Relief after the 
Time of Sentencing 

Status: Implementation Complete 

Actions/Updates 

2018 ACTION TO DATE 
This recommendation was included as part of House Bill 2018-1344 (Sponsors: Reps. Weissman 
& Sias). With the passage and signing of HB18-1344 (Concerning Relief from Collateral 
Consequences of Criminal Actions) the work on this recommendation is complete. 
  
No further action required. 
  
2017 UPDATE 
This recommendation requires statutory change. 

Description 

Update orders of collateral relief in statute to: 1) Allow eligible individuals to request an order of 
collateral relief after the time of sentencing; 2) Eliminate duplicative statutory language 
regarding orders of collateral relief; and 3) Create an order of collateral relief in the Children’s 
Code. Encourage the judiciary to develop a mechanism that will allow the identification of 
instances when orders of collateral relief are requested, granted, or denied. 

Agencies Responsible 

General Assembly 

Discussion 

The impact of a criminal conviction or adjudication can be far greater than the sentence imposed 
by the judge.  Hundreds of federal, state, and local laws impose additional sanctions and 
disqualifications affecting employment, housing, public benefits, and other civil rights and 
privileges.(1)   These collateral consequences can be detrimental to individuals’ ability to lead a 
productive crime-free life,(2)  and can have a negative impact on society as a whole.(3)  
  
Similar to many other states,(4) Colorado allows judges to issue orders of collateral relief.  The 
orders can relieve eligible individuals from most collateral consequences, when doing so will 
improve the individual’s likelihood of successful reintegration and is in the public’s interest.(5) 
This mechanism should serve as a valuable tool for allowing society to punish and deter crime, 
while simultaneously allowing its members to remain productive citizens.(6)   



  
The current statutory mechanism for orders of collateral relief was enacted in 2013 and has since 
remained unchanged.(7)   Although well-intentioned, it has several shortfalls that limit the use 
and effectiveness of the orders. 
  
First, courts currently can issue orders of collateral relief only at the time an individual is 
sentenced.(8) This can facilitate success for people who are required to serve their sentence in 
the community.  The orders can provide no assistance, however, for people who are attempting 
to better their lives and move beyond the collateral consequences of a conviction after their 
sentence has been completed. 
  
Second, the current statutory scheme excludes a successfully completed deferred judgment and 
sentence (DJS) from the definition of “conviction.”(9) Hence, an individual who has successfully 
completed a DJS is ineligible for an order of collateral relief.  A successfully completed DJS can, 
however, have long lasting collateral consequences in licensure, employment, and other 
areas.(10) 
  
Third, orders of collateral relief are currently unavailable for juvenile 
adjudications.  Adjudications can, however, still result in the imposition of collateral 
consequences.(11) 
  
Finally, the judiciary does not consistently track when orders of collateral relief are requested or 
granted.(12) This lack of data renders it virtually impossible to determine whether the orders are 
serving their intended purpose.   
  
This recommendation includes one non-statutory element: 
1.  Track orders of collateral relief.  
There is currently sparse data on when orders of collateral relief are requested, granted, or 
denied.  While a code currently exists in the judiciary’s case management system to capture 
when orders are granted (COLR), this code is not reliably used for its intended 
purpose.  Additionally, applications for collateral relief are captured using the generic motion or 
petition codes.  If no relief is granted, this is captured only in a minute order.  It is thus difficult 
to measure how often orders of collateral relief are being used and the scope of their 
effectiveness.  CCJJ recommends that the judiciary develop a mechanism that will allow it to 
easily identify when orders of collateral relief are requested, granted, or denied. 
  
This recommendation includes three statutory elements: 
1.  Amend section 18-1.3-107. 
2.  Eliminate duplicative statutes. 
3.  Establish an equivalent mechanism as section 19-2-927 of the Children’s Code. 
  
[The Proposed Statutory Language may be found in the related "Recommendation Text."] 
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